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Focusing light with a single subwavelength aperture flanked
by surface corrugations
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In this letter, we show theoretically how a single subwavelength aperture surrounded by a finite
array of grooves made on a metallic film can act as a ‘‘lens’’ for electromagnetic radiation within a
certain frequency range. The dependence of this resonant focusing ability with the geometrical
parameters defining the structure is extensively analyzed. Universal curves for the depth, length and
width of the focus as a function of the number of grooves are also given. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1631384#
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Since the discovery of extraordinary optical transmiss
~EOT! phenomena observed in two-dimensional arrays
subwavelength holes perforated in metal films,1 there has
been a renewed interest in the optical properties of subw
length apertures~holes or slits! from both the fundamenta
and applied points of view.2–9 It is now well established10

that this phenomenon is related to the resonant excitation
the incident light of surface electromagnetic~EM! modes of
the corrugated metal surfaces. This mechanism sugge
that EOT could be present in a single aperture surrounde
surface corrugations. This hypothesis has been rece
verified.11,12 More surprisingly, it has been also shown ho
by patterning the exit plane of the aperture, the angular
tribution of the transmitted light in the far-field region can
‘‘shaped,’’ producing highly collimated beams at resona
wavelengths.12 These two combined abilities make this typ
of structure a good candidate to play a major role in ma
optoelectronic applications.

Recently, we have analyzed the common physical ori
of both beaming13 and enhanced transmission14 observed in
single subwavelength slits flanked by a finite array
grooves. We have shown that these two effects~which only
appear forp-polarized light! are due to the formation of sur
face EM resonances, which can be tailored through the g
metrical shape of the indentations. In this letter, we sh
how this type of devices can be also used as alens, focusing
the electromagnetic field in the output region in a frequen
range that coincides with the one in which beaming of lig
appears.

In Fig. 1, we represent schematically the structure un
study: a single slit surrounded by 2M grooves in the input
surface~at which the incident light is impinging on! and by
2N in the output surface. Grooves are periodically distr
uted and symmetrically located with respect the central
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It can be shown that, in the subwavelength regime~slit width
much smaller than the wavelength~l!, total transmittance
@T(l)# is controlled basically by the input corrugation an
metal thickness, whereas the normalized-to-transmitta
Poynting vector at pointr located in the transmitted regio
@Snor(l,r )5S(l,r )/T(l)# only depends on the geometric
parameters defining the output surface:N, a ~width of the
slit and grooves!, h ~depth of the grooves!, andd ~period of
the array!. This quantity@Snor(l,r )# is then independent o
metal thickness and of the details of the input surface.

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the system under study: a single subw
length slit surrounded symmetrically by 2M grooves on the input surface
and 2N grooves on the output surface. Ap-polarized EM plane wave is
impinging from the left. Geometrical parameters of the output corruga
are:d period of the array, all indentations widths area and all groove depths
are h. The x axis runs along the output surface, whereas thez axis is
perpendicular to it.
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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calculations we present in this short letter are forp-polarized
light. Let us outline the main points of our theoretical fo
malism; details of the calculations can be found in.13,14 We
perform a a modal expansion of the EM fields in the differe
regions and, as we are interested in the subwavelength
gime, we only consider the fundamental propagating eig
mode in grooves and central slit. We also assume per
metal boundary conditions, so that no absorption is pres
in the system. Although, in principle, it is expected that th
approximation should fail in addressing real metals in
optical regime we have previously shown13,14 that this ap-
proach is accurate enough to describe in semiquantita
terms the underlying physics displayed by nanostructu
good metals like silver and gold at optical wavelengt
Within this formalism, they component of the magnetic fiel
in the output region can be written in a Huyghen’s-princip
form as

Hy~r !5
1

m0c (
a

EaG~a,r !, ~1!

and all other components of the EM field can be obtain
from Hy(r ) for the polarization considered. Here,a runs
over all indentations of the output surface~from 2N to N,
with a50 labeling the central slit!. Ea is related to thex
component of the electric field at the openinga at z50 and
G(a,r ) is a Green’s function providing the EM field at poin
r radiated by indentationa ~see Ref. 13 for the precise math
ematical expression of these quantities!. From Eq.~1!, it is
clear that, in order to have a nonisotropic radiation patte
Ea must be large at several indentations. In Ref. 13,
studied the conditions leading to largeEa : excitation of
single groove cavity modes~controlled by a and h) plus
in-phase coupling between indentations~which is stronger at
l'd). Therefore, for fixedd, a, andN, there is an optimum
value of h for which Ea are large, and hence the beami
effect could be observed at a resonant wavelengthlR . For
example, ford5500 nm, a540 nm, andN510 ~typical
values used in previous experiments!, the optimum depth is
hopt583.5 nm, and beaming effect appears forlR

5532 nm. In Fig. 2~a!, we show the corresponding electri
field intensity profile for this particular case. By looking
the far-field region, a highly collimated beam with a ve
low divergence~around 3°) is observed, but also it is wor
commenting on the appearance of a very elongated fo
~note the different scale units inx and z axes! at aroundz
546.3mm, in the intermediate region~between near- and
far-field regions!. Clearly, there is a focusing effect assoc
ated with the beaming phenomenon. Let us now concent
on the properties of this focus for the wavelength at wh
beaming is maximum. At the end of the letter, we will co
sider focusing for wavelengths close to this resonant co
tion. In Figs. 2~b! and 2~c! ~black line!, we give more details
of the focus by cutting panel~a! at the linex50 in panel~b!
and by the line of maximum e-field intensity (z546.3mm)
in panel~c!. These curves also help us to further characte
the focus by defining the focal length (f , distance to the
surface of maximum of e-field intensity!, focal depth~D, full
width at half-maximum of e-field intensity along thez direc-
tion!, and focal width~d, as before, but this time along thex
direction!.
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We have found that for fixedN, there is a combination
of (a,h) values that give the samelR . Furthermore, as
shown in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!, the corresponding EM-field
profiles are, in the subwavelength regime (a!l), virtually
the same for all those cases; that is, they depend only onlR .
This, combined with the fact that Maxwell equations a
scale invariant for systems comprised of perfect met
means that all lengths defining the focus atlR ~when defined
in terms of ad, which we have chosen as length sca!
depend only on N. This allows us tofully characterize the
focus by the curves rendered in Fig. 3. Those curves
universal; that is, by scaling appropriately all lengths defi
ing the structure by a common factor, this type of structu

FIG. 2. ~Color! ~a! E-field intensity profile~arbitrary units! as a function of
x and z ~in microns! for the caseN510, d5500 nm, a540 nm andh
583.5 nm, and for the resonantlR5532 nm.~b! Cut along the linex50 of
previous picture~black line! and the corresponding ones for different valu
of the set (a,h) that also give maximum beaming~see Fig. 3!. ~c! Cut along
the linez546.3mm of panel a~black line! and the corresponding ones fo
the same set of (a,h) values of panel~b!. Note that in panels~b! and~c!, the
curves corresponding toa520 nm ~blue! anda540 nm ~black! are practi-
cally the same.
P license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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could be used to focus EM radiation in frequency rang
other than optical, and those curves would still characte
the focus. Panel 3~a! shows the dependence oflR /d with N,
while the inset to this figure presents the locus in thea–h
parameter space at which maximum beaming appears foN
55,10,15, and 20. Panel 3~b! presents theN dependence o
the geometrical characteristics of the focus:f /d, D/d and
d/d ~inset of the figure!. Both focal depth and length show
N2 dependence, whereas the focal width is linear inN.
Therefore, asN increases, the focus becomes more el
gated. These dependencies are reminiscent of what occu
a diffraction grating~a finite array of slits!; for normal inci-
dent radiation, there is also a focus in thez axis with the
correspondingf , D, and d following the same functiona
dependencies withN, as we have found for our structure
although with different prefactors. Nevertheless, the cor
gated aperture system presents two properties, not prese

FIG. 3. ~a! Universal curve of the resonant wavelength in units of the per
of the array (lR /d) as a function of the number of grooves in the outp
corrugation (N). In the inset, we plot thea/d versush/d curves that give
maximum beaming for different values ofN, N55,10,15, and 20.~b! Uni-
versal curves for the geometrical parameters defining the focus (f , D, andd!
in units of the period of the array (d) as a function ofN.
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the canonical diffraction grating:~i! the location of the focus
and its geometrical properties are independent of the ang
incidence; therefore light impinging from different direction
could be focused at the same spot in the output region
~ii ! the focusing effect is a resonant phenomenon that o
occurs within a very narrow range of wavelengths around
resonant condition.

In conclusion, we have analyzed theoretically the foc
ing properties of single subwavelength apertures flanked
finite arrays of grooves that are equally spaced. We h
found that, associated with the resonant beaming effect
viously reported,12,13 this type of structures also displays
lensing effect that appears at the same wavelength ra
Universal curves for this resonant wavelength and for
geometrical parameters defining the focus~focal depth,
length, and width! have also been given, as functions of t
number of grooves. This lensing ability is controlled by t
output corrugation, whereas its transmissive properties
governed mainly by the input corrugation only. The report
focusing property represents yet another step forward
controlling light through its interaction with patterned me
als.

This type of lens could be used to improve performan
in a variety of optical devices useful for wavelength mul
plexing, wavelength dispersion, filtering, optical data st
age, near-field microscopy, photolithography, light emissi
and optical switching.

The authors are grateful to John Pendry for helpful d
cussions.
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